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Abstract
As a 3-order tensor, a multi-spectral image (MSI) has
dozens of spectral bands, which can deliver more infor-
mation for real scenes. However, real MSIs are often cor-
rupted by noises in the sensing process, which will fur-
ther deteriorate the performance of higher-level classifi-
cation and recognition tasks. In this paper, we propose
a Low-rank Tensor Dictionary Learning (LTDL) method
for MSI denoising. Firstly, we extract blocks from the
MSI and cluster them into groups. Then instead of using
the exactly low-rank model, we consider a nearly low-
rank approximation, which is closer to the latent low-
rank structure of the clean groups of real MSIs. In ad-
dition, we propose to learn an spatial dictionary and an
spectral dictionary, which contain the spatial features and
spectral features respectively of the whole MSI and are
shared among different groups. Hence the LTDL method
utilizes both the latent low-rank prior of each group and
the correlation of different groups via the shared dictio-
naries. Experiments on synthetic data validate the effec-
tiveness of dictionary learning by the LTDL. Experiments
on real MSIs demonstrate the superior denoising perfor-
mance of the proposed method in comparison to state-of-
the-art methods.
1 Introduction
A multi-spectral image (MSI) has dozens of spectral
bands, where the wavelengths may range from infrared to
ultra-violet. Compared with a RGB image which only has
three spectral bands, an MSI provides more information
which reveals features of the object hidden in the spec-
tral domain. However, in many cases, MSIs suffer from
corruptions or noises in the sensing process [2]. As a low
level image processing technique, MSI denoising is key to
many high-level computer vision tasks, such as segmen-
tation and classification whose performance highly relies
on the quality of the data.
As a model driven approach, dictionary learning meth-
ods have been used to find the basic atoms which com-
prise various signals of a training dataset. By using a
learned dictionary of some signal ensembles, noises can
be effectively removed via solving a sparse signal recov-
ery problem for each patch of an image [13, 11]. For
MSI denoising, applying the traditional dictionary learn-
ing methods, e.g., K-SVD [1], for each band leads to the
poor performance, as it fails to exploit spectral informa-
tion in MSIs [19].
Tensor dictionary learning, which keeps the multidi-
mensional structure of tensors, has attracted growing in-
terests of researchers to process images in the past years.
Based on CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposi-
tion, Duan et al. extend the K-SVD method for tensors,
where a higher order tensor dictionary is learned and each
atom of the dictionary is a rank-one tensor [12]. By using
the Tucker model of tensors, Zubair and Wang propose
to learn multiple orthogonal dictionaries along different
modes of tensors, where the core tensor have sparse non-
zeros elements [28]. In [20], Qi et al. divide an MSI
into small 3-order tensor blocks, and learn overcomplete
dictionaries for each mode of the blocks via a two-phase
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block-coordinate-relaxation approach that includes sparse
coding and dictionary updating. However, they fails to
further employ all the structural information embedded in
images.
In [8, 18], non-local similar small patches in space are
clustered into groups and processed together, which im-
proves the image denoising performance. In addition, in
view of the fact that blocks extracted from MSIs have
both the spatial correlation and the spectral correlation,
the low-rank model is employed in different dictionary
learning methods for MSI denoising. For example, Peng
et al. apply dictionary learning for each group (i.e., a ten-
sor) separately and enforce a low-rank Tucker approxima-
tion [19]. A simultaneously sparse and low-rank structure
is considered for each group of an MSI in [23]. In both
two methods, each group of an MSI is processed sepa-
rately and a learned dictionary only captures information
of the group, which fails to exploit inter-group correla-
tions. Learning a shared dictionary among all groups of
an MSI would gain from the multitask learning concept
and be more effective to capture the atoms that comprises
the signal.
In this paper, we propose a Low-rank Tensor Dictio-
nary Learning (LTDL) method for MSI denoising, which
differs with existing methods in two aspects:
• Dictionaries of the spatial domain and the spectral
domain are trained by all tensor groups in the pro-
posed method, so the features in space and spectrum
can be learned from the whole MSI, while the de-
noising methods in [19, 23] use different dictionaries
for distinct groups.
• Instead of enforcing the denoised groups to be ex-
actly low-rank, we consider a more flexible model
that each group is decomposed into a low-rank com-
ponent and a non-low-rank component, as clean MSI
groups are nearly low-rank in practice.
A flowchart of the proposed MSI denoising method is
shown in Figure 1. Full bands blocks of an MSI are ex-
tracted by window and then similar blocks are clustered
into groups. Then we obtain 3-order tensor groups by un-
folding each blocks at spectral domain. The three modes
of a group corresponding to the spatial domain, the spec-
tral domain and blocks. Shared overcomplete dictionar-
ies of all groups in both the spatial mode and the spectral
Method Model Data
NL-means [5] Filter Matrix
K-SVD [1] Sparsity Matrix
BM3D [8] Filter Matrix
CSR [11] Sparsity Matrix
WNNM [14] Low Rank Matrix
LRTA [21] Low Rank Tensor
NLM3D [7] Filter Tensor
PARAFAC [17] Low Rank Tensor
BM4D [18] Filter Tensor
Tdl [19] Sparsity and Low Rank Tensor
TenSR [20] Sparsity Tensor
KBReg [23] Sparsity and Low Rank Tensor
the proposed LTDL Sparsity and Low Rank Tensor
Table 1: A list of some recent denoising methods.
mode are learned via the proposed LTDL method, where
a nearly low-rank structure is enforced for the tensor ap-
proximation. An effective algorithm based on the alternat-
ing direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [4] is used
to solve the optimization problem of the proposed LTDL
method for MSI denoising. Experimental results demon-
strate that the new method outperforms state-of-the-art
methods in MSI denoising.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews existing methods for image denoising based on
the filter model, the sparsity model and the low-rank
model. In section 3, we present the proposed LTDL
method for MSI denoising. Experimental results on syn-
thetic data and MSIs are provided in section 4. At last,
conclusions are given in section 5.
2 Related Work
To decompose images with noises, one require the priors
of the different signals. The “No Free Lunch” theory in
machine learning suggests that all algorithms perform the
same for the randomised data and we can achieve good
performance only when the data has some structure and
some appropriate model is used. In the past decade, vari-
ous model driven methods have been proposed for image
denoising, and some of them are summarised in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed MSI denoising method.
The first category of image denoising methods [5, 8, 7,
18] uses different filters, e.g., the mean-value filter and
the Wiener filter, to exploit the local correlation between
adjacent pixels and/or the non-local correlation between
similar small patches/blocks of an image. Another cate-
gory of widely used methods considers the property that
natural images or clustered groups of their patches usually
exhibit low-rank structures. Different low-rank approxi-
mation methods have been proposed for image denoising
such as nuclear norm regularization [11], Tucker low-rank
decomposition [21] and CP low-rank decomposition [17].
Based on the sparsity model, dictionary learning meth-
ods assume that image patches/blocks are linear compo-
sitions of very few atoms selected from a dictionary. Dic-
tionary learning and sparse representation in [1, 11], is
firstly applied for 2D image denoising, and then extended
to higher-order image denoising such as TenSR [20]. In
recent years, researchers consider to exploit both the spar-
sity model and low rank model to better utilize the prior of
the groups extracted from an MSI [19, 23]. Unfortunately,
in these recent methods, dictionaries (or called factors) are
learned separately for each tensor group, which deviates
from the principle of dictionary learning and significantly
increases the total number of dictionary atoms. Our work
differs with the existing methods for MSI denoising. In-
stead of using the exact low-rank model, we consider a
nearly low-rank structure for each tensor group of an MSI,
and learning dictionaries that are shared among all groups.
3 Low-rank tensor dictionary learn-
ing for MSI denoising
3.1 Notation
The following notations are used throughout this paper.
The order of a tensor is the number of modes. Elements
of an N -order tensor X ∈ RI1×...×In×...×IN are denoted
by xi1...in...iN , where in (1 ≤ in ≤ In) refers to the
nth mode index. A mode-n vector of an N -order tensor
X is obtained from X by varying index in the nth mode
while keeping the indices of other modes fixed. The un-
folding matrix of a tensor X at the nth mode is denoted as
X(n) ∈ RIn×(I1...In−1In+1...IN ), where the columns are
all mode-n vectors of X . The tensor X can be obtained
by folding the matrix X(n) at the nth mode. The n-mode
product of the tensor X and a matrix U ∈ RJ×In is a
tensor X ×n U ∈ RI1×...×In−1×J×In+1×...×IN , whose
elements are computed by (X ×n U)i1...in−1jin+1...iN =∑In
in=1
xi1...iNujin . The inner product of two tensors
X ,Y ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN is the sum of the products of all
entries, i.e., 〈X ,Y〉 = ∑I1i1=1 . . .∑INiN=1 xi1...iN yi1...iN .
The `1 norm and the Frobenius norm of a tensor are
defined as ‖X‖1 =
∑I1
i1=1
. . .
∑IN
iN=1
|xi1...iN | and
3
‖X‖F = (
∑I1
i1=1
. . .
∑IN
iN=1
x2i1...iN )
1/2, respectively.
The nuclear norm of a matrix is denoted by ‖X‖∗, which
is the sum of all singular values of X . The symbol of ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product of matrices.
3.2 The observation of the nearly low-rank
tensor structure in real MSI groups
For an MSIH ∈ RL×W×H withL×W spatial size andH
spectral bands, we extract S overlapping full-band blocks
Hi ∈ RdL×dW×H by using a sampling window that tra-
verses the whole MSI with step lengthes pL and pW in
the two spacial coordinates. Each block Hi is unfolded
in the spectral mode to be a matrix Hi(3) ∈ RH×dLdW ,
which has a spatial mode and a spectral mode. To exploit
the non-local self-similarity of images, blocks of the MSI
can be clustered into K groups, where each group forms
a tensor (called a tensor group). The kth tensor group
X (k) ∈ RdLdW×H×s(k) consists of s(k) similar blocks
of the MSI and
∑K
k=1 s
(k) = S. Tensor groups are as-
sumed with a low-rank structure in a variety of works
[19, 24, 23], owning to the correlations across the spatial
domain, the spectral domain and similar blocks.
To enforce the low-rank structure of the recovered sig-
nal from a noisy tensor group X (k) of an MSI, there are
at least two approaches. One approach is using the low-
rank regularization. For example, by employing the con-
vex tensor nuclear norm [16], the tensor group denois-
ing problem is casted into a convex optimization problem,
which is given as
min
Xˆ (k)
1
2
∥∥∥X (k) − Xˆ (k)∥∥∥2
F
+
3∑
i=1
βi
∥∥∥Xˆ(k)(i) ∥∥∥∗ , (1)
where βi (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive scalars that controls the
low-rank penalties for different modes. The optimization
problem in (1) can be efficiently solved by the singular
value thresholding [6]. Another approach aims to find the
rank-(R(k)1 , R
(k)
2 , R
(k)
3 ) approximation of the noisy tensor
group X (k) in an optimal least squares sense with R(k)1 <
dLdW , R
(k)
2 < H and R
(k)
3 < s
(k) in [19], which is
given by
min
G(k),{U(k)i }
∥∥∥X (k)−G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 ∥∥∥2
F
,
(2)
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Figure 2: Investigation on the distribution of singular val-
ues of real MSIs and the effectiveness of different meth-
ods. (a) The clean “Pompoms” MSI and different “Pom-
poms” MSIs with large singular values removed. (b) The
curves for the sorted singular values of a tensor group in
the 3rd mode of different low-rank based methods.
where G(k) ∈ RR(k)1 ×R(k)2 ×R(k)3 is a smaller core tensor,
and U (k)i (i = 1, 2, 3) are factors. The denoised tensor
group is Xˆ = G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 . The optimiza-
tion problem in (2) is nonconvex and different algorithms
are proposed in literature such as higher-order singular
value decomposition (HOSVD) [9] and higher-order or-
thogonal iteration (HOOI) [10].
However, we observe that usually tensor groups of
clean real MSIs are not exactly low-rank. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), the curve (in black) for the sorted singular val-
ues of a tensor group of the clean “pompoms” MSI in the
3rd mode has a very long tail, i.e., many singular values
are close to 0 rather than exactly 0. As shown in 2(a),
these small singular values contain the texture informa-
tion of the MSI. Therefore, enforcing an exactly low-rank
structure of a tensor group would lead to the lost of impor-
tant information of the MSI. To avoid this drawback, we
consider a nearly low-rank structure for each tensor group
and pose the following optimization problem for denois-
ing:
min
Xˆ(k),G(k), {U(k)
i
}
∥∥∥X (k) − Xˆ (k)∥∥∥2
F
+λr
∥∥∥Xˆ (k) −G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 ∥∥∥2
F
,
(3)
where Xˆ (k) is the kth recovered tensor group, and λr
is the weight to balance fidelity and the low-rank struc-
ture. Note that the small singular values of Xˆ (k) results
4
from Xˆ (k) −G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 , and are pe-
nalized via the Frobenius norm. The optimization prob-
lem in (3) can be solved by updating the variables in Xˆ (k)
and T (k) = G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 alternately. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), with appropriate choose of the weight
λr, the curve for the sorted singular values of the pro-
posed method is close to the curve of the clean MSI ten-
sor group, while the methods corresponding to (1) and (2)
lose information embedded in the small singular values.
3.3 The proposed LTDL method for MSI
denoising
In this subsection, we introduce the proposed MSI denois-
ing method that learns shared tensor overcomplete dictio-
naries and considers the nearly low-rank structure. Two
dictionaries, i.e., Da and De, are learned from all tensor
groups of an MSI, where Da corresponds to the spatial
domain and De corresponds to the spectral domain. We
define τa and τe as the redundancy ratios (i.e., the ratio
of the number of columns to the number of rows, τa ≥ 1
and τe ≥ 1) corresponding to the spatial dictionary and
the spectral dictionary, respectively. The proposed LTDL
method for MSI denoising is formulated as follows:
min
Da,De
{Z(k),G(k)
U
(k)
i
}
K∑
k=1
(∥∥∥X (k)−Z(k)×1Da×2De∥∥∥2
F
+ λs
∥∥∥Z(k)∥∥∥
1
+λr
∥∥∥Z(k)×1Da×2De−G(k)×1U (k)1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 ∥∥∥2
F
)
s.t. ‖Da(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τadLdW
‖De(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τeH,
(4)
where Z(k) ∈ RτadLdW×τeH×s(k) is the representation of
kth tensor group, λs and λr are the weights corresponding
to regularization for sparsity and low-rank, respectively.
For the last term of the object in (4), T (k) = G(k) ×1
U
(k)
1 ×2U (k)2 ×3U (k)3 denotes the rank-(R(k)1 , R(k)2 , R(k)3 )
approximation of the reconstructed tensor group Z(k) ×1
Da ×2 De.
3.4 Algorithm development
The proposed optimization problem in (4) is nonconvex.
Here, we employ the alternating direction method of mul-
tipilers(ADMM) [4], which leads to solve several sub-
problems.
We first introduce K auxiliary tensors C(k)(k =
1, . . . ,K) and the optimization problem in (4) is equiv-
alent to
min
Da,De
{Z(k), C(k)
T (k)}
K∑
k=1
(∥∥∥X (k) −Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De∥∥∥2
F
+ λs
∥∥∥C(k)∥∥∥
1
+λr
∥∥∥Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De − T (k)∥∥∥2
F
)
s.t. ‖Da(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τadLdW
‖De(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τeH
C(k) = Z(k) for k = 1, . . . ,K,
(5)
The augmented Lagrangian function for the above prob-
lem can be given as:
Lρ
(
Da, De, {Z(k), C(k), T (k),Y(k)}
)
=
K∑
k=1
(∥∥∥X (k) −Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De∥∥∥2
F
+λs
∥∥∥C(k)∥∥∥
1
+ 〈C(k) −Z(k),Y(k)〉+ ρ
2
∥∥∥C(k) −Z(k)∥∥∥2
F
+λr
∥∥∥Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De − T (k)∥∥∥2
F
)
,
(6)
where Y(k)(k = 1, . . . ,K) are the Lagrange multipiers,
ρ is a positive scalar, and columns of the dictionaries Da
and De are constrained by a unit power.
Now we introduce the strategy for solving (5) based on
the ADMM. To minimize the augmented Lagrange func-
tion (6), we fix the dictionaries Da and De, and all mul-
tipliers Y(k). Then (6) can be split into K separate opti-
5
mization problems with objects as:
L(k)ρ
(
Z(k), C(k), T (k)
)
=
∥∥∥X (k) −Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De∥∥∥2
F
+λs
∥∥∥C(k)∥∥∥
1
+ 〈C(k) −Z(k),Y(k)〉+ ρ
2
∥∥∥C(k) −Z(k)∥∥∥2
F
+λr
∥∥∥Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De − T (k)∥∥∥2
F
.
(7)
T (k), Z(k) and C(k) can be updated alternatively by solv-
ing the optimization problem with all the other variables
fixed. In specific, to update T (k), one needs to solve the
tensor low multilinear rank approximation problem given
by
min
T (k)
∥∥∥Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De − T (k)∥∥∥2
F
, (8)
which can be handled by HOOI [10] and the solution is
denoted as
T (k) = HOOI
(
Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De, R(k)1 , R(k)2 , R(k)3
)
.
(9)
To update Z(k), with irrelevant terms removed, the prob-
lem of minZ(k) L(k)ρ becomes:
min
Z(k)
∥∥∥X (k) −Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De∥∥∥2
F
+〈C(k) −Z(k),Y(k)〉
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥C(k) −Z(k)∥∥∥2
F
+λr
∥∥∥Z(k) ×1 Da ×2 De − T (k)∥∥∥2
F
,
(10)
which has a closed-form solution
Z
(k)
(3) =
((
2X
(k)
(3) + 2λrT
(k)
(3)
)
D + ρC
(k)
(3) + Y
(k)
(3)
)
(
(2 + 2λr)D
TD + ρI
)−1
,
(11)
whereD = De⊗Da and I is an identity matrix. The ten-
sor Z(k) can be obtained by folding Z(k)(3) at the 3rd mode.
Updating C(k) requires to solve the following optimiza-
tion problem:
min
C(k)
λs
∥∥∥C(k)∥∥∥
1
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥∥C(k) − (Z(k) − 1ρY(k)
)∥∥∥∥2
F
,
(12)
which leads to the solution
C(k)=softλs
ρ
(M(k)), (13)
where soft(·) denotes the soft-thresholding operator and
M(k) = Z(k)−Y(k)/ρ . The elements of C(k) is c(k)ijk =
sign(m(k)ijk)max{0,
∣∣∣m(k)ijk∣∣∣ − λsρ }, where sign(·) denotes
the sign function. Note that variables for different tensor
groups (k = 1, . . . ,K) can be updated in parallel.
Next we consider to update the dictionaries Da and
De, which are shared by all groups. By letting O(k) =
X (k)+λrT (k)
1+λr
, the optimization problem turns to be
min
Da,De
‖O − Z ×1 Da ×2 De‖2F ,
s.t. ‖Da(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τadLdW
‖De(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τeH
(14)
where O = (O(1), . . . ,O(K)) and Z =(Z(1), . . . ,Z(K)) are obtained by stacking all groups
of O(k) and Z(k) at the 3rd mode, respectively. Define
A = Z ×2 De. Then Da can be updated by
min
Da
∥∥O(1) −DaA(1)∥∥2F
s.t. ‖Da(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τadLdW ,
(15)
where O(1) ∈ RdLdW×HS and A(1) ∈ RτadLdW×HS .
The optimization problem in (15) is a quadratically con-
strained quadratic programming problem and can be
solved using a Lagrange dual [15]. Thus, the spatial dic-
tionary Da can be updated by
Da =
(
O(1)A
T
(1)
)(
A(1)A
T
(1) + Γ
)−1
, (16)
where Γ = diag([γ1, . . . , γτadLdW ]) and γr (r =
1, . . . , τadLdW ) are dual variables whose values are ob-
tained by solving the dual problem. Similarly, letting
E = Z ×1 Da, De can be obtained by solving the fol-
lowing problem:
min
De
∥∥O(2) −DeE(2)∥∥2F
s.t. ‖De(:, r)‖22 = 1 for r = 1, . . . , τeH.
(17)
Then the spectral dictionary De is updated by
De =
(
O(2)E
T
(2)
)(
E(2)E
T
(2) + ∆
)−1
, (18)
6
where ∆ = diag([δ1, . . . , δτeH ]) and δr (r = 1, . . . , τeH)
are optimized dual variables of (17).
For the last step, we update theK Lagrange multipliers
in turn by
Y(k) := Y(k) + ρ
(
C(k) −Z(k)
)
. (19)
The proposed LTDL method for MSI denoising is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for MSI denoising
Input: the MSI ofH ∈ RL×W×H
Output: denoised MSI Hde, spatial dictionary Da and
spectral dictionary De
1: Construct groups X (k)(k = 1, . . . ,K) by the extract-
ing, clustering and unfolding process of theH
2: Initialize Da, De,
{C(k),Z(k),Y(k)}K
k=1
3: while not converged do
4: for k = 1 : K do
5: update T (k) by (9)
6: update Z(k) via folding Z(k)(3) by (11)
7: update C(k) by (13)
8: end for
9: update Da by (16)
10: update De by (18)
11: for k = 1 : K do
12: update Y(k) by (19)
13: end for
14: ρ := µρ
15: end while
16: Reconstruct groups Xˆ (k) = Z(k)×1Da×2De(k =
1, . . . ,K)
17: Aggregate Xˆ (k) to form the denoised MSIHde
In the following theorem, we provide a weak conver-
gence condition for the proposed algorithm, where we as-
sume the dictionaries are fixed. By alternatively updating
the dictionaries and the other variables, it can be guaran-
teed that the value of the cost function in (4) would not
increase. In practice, to speed up the algorithm, one can
update the dictionaries in each iteration without waiting
for the other variables achieving convergence. Although
we cannot provide formal convergence guarantees in this
case, we do not have convergence problems in our exper-
iments.
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Figure 3: Success recovery ratio of the ground truth dic-
tionary.
Theorem 1. When Da and De are fixed, for lth it-
eration, the sequences {Z(k)l }, {C(k)l } and {Xˆ (k)l } (k =
1, . . . ,K) satisfy:∥∥∥Z(k)l − C(k)l ∥∥∥
F
≤ O
(
1
µl−1ρ0
)
∥∥∥Z(k)l+1 −Z(k)l ∥∥∥
F
≤ O
(
1
µl−1ρ0
)
∥∥∥Xˆ (k)l+1 − Xˆ (k)l ∥∥∥
F
≤ O
(
1
µl−1ρ0
)
.
(20)
where ρ0 is initial value. Proofs are provided in the sup-
plementary document.
4 Experimental results
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed LTDL using both synthetic data and real MSIs.
4.1 Dictionary Learning Performance with
Synthetic Data
We first evaluate the dictionary learning performance of
the proposed method on synthetic data. Both the spa-
tial dictionary Da ∈ R10×12 and the spectral dictionary
De ∈ R10×12 are generated randomly with normalized
columns. For each tensor group, its tensor representa-
tion Z(k) ∈ R12×12×12 is generated randomly with the
sparsity level 6, i.e., no more than 6 dictionary atoms are
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used to constitute the tensor group. The nonzero compo-
nents in Z(k) can be rewritten as a 12 × 6 matrix, which
is generated as the production of two random matrices
Gk ∈ R12×2 and Fk ∈ R2×5. Therefore, all generated
tensor groups have ranks no higher than (6, 6, 2). We gen-
erate 200 different tensor groups in this way, and then add
Gaussian noises with standard deviation ν. The learned
dictionaries are compared against all atoms of the gen-
erated dictionaries and we find the most close pair via
1−|dTi dˆi|, where di is a generated dictionary atom and dˆi
is a recovered dictionary atom1. The learning is seemed as
success if the distance is less than 0.1. The convergence
behaviour of the proposed algorithm, i.e., success recov-
ery ratio of the ground truth dictionary versus the number
of iterations is shown in Figure 3, where we provide the
results of 20 trials for each noise level. With the decrease
of the noise variance, the performance of success recovery
ratio is improved.
4.2 Denoising Performance for Real MSIs
MSI datasets: Two real MSI datasets, i.e., the Columbia
dataset [25]2 and the urban area HYDICE MSI3, are used
to evaluate the denoising performance of the proposed al-
gorithm. The Columbia dataset includes 32 scenes that
are separated into 5 sections. Each MSI has the size of
512 × 512 in space and includes full spectral resolution
reflectance data from 400nm to 700nm at 10nm steps,
which leads to 31 bands. These MSIs are adopted as clean
data, and we generate additive noises to evaluate the de-
noising performance of the proposed algorithm. For the
natural urban area HYDICE MSI, we select the bands
from 178 to 207, which are severely damaged (i.e., the
noise is not generated).
Experimental settings: In the proposed LTDL
method, the spatial window size is set as dL = dW = 7
and the step size is set as pL = pW = 3. Groups of
an MSI are clustered by using the k-means++ [3], and
each cluster forms a tensor group. We set ρ = 0.01 and
µ = 1.3 as the parameters in the ADMM of our algo-
rithm. The redundancy ratio of dictionaries are set as
τa = τe = 1.5. We add Gaussian noise with the mean
0 and the standard deviation ν on the whole MSIs in the
1We consider the equivalent dictionaryDe⊗Da in the experiments.
2http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/databases/multispectral/
3https://erdc-library.erdc.dren.mil/xmlui/handle/11681/2925
Columbia dataset. We set the sparsity weight λs = 0.1ν
and the low-rank weight λr = 500ν. The rank param-
eters {R(k)1 , R(k)2 , R(k)3 }K in (9) are estimated by using
the tensor rank estimation method proposed in [26]. For
unknown noises, we suggest that the (R(k)1 , R
(k)
2 , R
(k)
3 ) is
smaller than the size of kth tensor group.
The proposed algorithm is compared with both de-
noising methods for 2D images including K-SVD [1]
and BM3D [8] and denoising methods for 3D images
including NLM3D [7], LRTA [21], PARAFAC [17],
BM4D [18], Tdl [19], and KBRreg [23]. For denoising
methods for 2D images, each MSI is processed band by
band as multiple 2D images.
MSI denoising with generated noises: We generate
Gaussian noises for MSIs in the Columbia dataset, and
employ four different performance indicators including
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity
(SSIM), spectral angle mapper (SAM) [27] and dimen-
sionless global relative error of synthesis (ERGAS) [22],
which are widely used to evaluate recovery quality for
MSIs. Recovered MSIs with higher PSNR and SSIM or
lower SAM and ERGAS are considered with better qual-
ity. PSNR and SSIM are classical spatial-based quality in-
dices, while ERGAS and SAM are spectral-based quality
indices. We report the averaged denoising performance
and the standard deviation of all the compared methods in
Table 2. It can be observed that the proposed method out-
performs all the competing methods under all of the four
different quality indices.
To visualize the denoising performance, we display the
denoised 590nm band image of the “flowers” MSI in Fig-
ure 4. By zooming in the petal part of the image, it can be
observed that the proposed LTDL retains the gynoecium
details of the flower, while most other methods blur the
texture.
Real MSI denoising: In reality, an MSI may suffer
from different kind of noises including not only the Gaus-
sian noise but also the non-Gaussian noise, such as the
stripe noise. Now we investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed LTDL for recovering a real corrupted MSI. The
denoising results are compared in Figure 5, where the
197th band of the HYDICE MSI has light noise and the
207th band has severe noise. The results of the LRTA,
the PARAFAC and the Tdl are much poor than the others,
which are not provided here owing to the space limitation.
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Figure 4: Denoising results of the 590nm band image of the “flowers” MSI (ν = 0.1).
The BM4D is more appropriate for MSIs than the BM3D,
and thus we also omit the results of BM3D to save the
space. We zoom in a part of the restored image which in-
volves stripe noise. It can be observed that although most
methods achieve similar performance in the 197th band
image that has light noise, the proposed LTDL is able to
restore the 207th band which suffers from more complex
and severe noise.
The learned dictionaries of the proposed method are
shown in Fig. 6. Atoms in the spatial dictionaryDa repre-
sent the spatial features of the HYDICE MSI. To enhance
visualization, we reorganize each column into a patch of
the size 7×7. Atoms of the learned spectral dictionaryDe
correspond to various spectral features of different bands.
5 Conclusion
This paper presents an effective tensor dictionary learning
method for restore high dimensional MSIs. The proposed
LTDL method exploits the nearly low-rank structure in a
group of similar blocks in the natural MSI and also ex-
ploits shared dictionaries among different groups, which
makes the proposed method distinct to existing methods.
Experimental results show the superior performance of
the proposed method for denoising MSIs with both simu-
lated corruptions and real corruptions.
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Figure 5: Denoising results for the HYDICE MSI (the 197th band on the top and the 207th band on the bottom).
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Figure 6: Visualization of the learned dictionaries of the
HYDICE MSI. (a) The learned spatial dictionary Da; (b)
The learned spectral dictionary De.
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